TRADITIONAL FINISHES FOR THE MODERN BUILDER
Much of the UK’s historic housing stock has been built with bricks made from distinctive Lower
Oxfordshire Clay, and our Tradesman® Range has been meticulously designed to blend in with
these bricks, whenever they have been used.
Made to exacting standards, the whole Tradesman Range is rated F2 and therefore has a superior durability, along with a high compressive strength and low water
absorption. This means they can be used with confidence in almost all settings and can handle the harshest weather conditions.
Matching with extensions and refurbishments, along with new builds and boundary walls is made simple due to excellent consistency of both colour and texture,
along with ease of laying, and minimal waste.

TRADESMAN BUFF MULTI
PRODUCT CODE:

A0619A

FACTORY AND LOCATION:

Cattybrook, Bristol

DURABILITY:

BS EN771-1 F2

ACTIVE SOLUBLE SALTS:

BS EN771-1 S2

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (≥N/mm²):

BS EN771-1 60

WATER ABSORPTION (≤%):

BS EN771-1 9

SIZE TOLERANCES MEAN AND RANGE:

BS EN771-1 T2 RI

TYPE AND TEXTURE:

Wirecut Rolled

SPECIAL SHAPED BRICKS:

Cut and Bond

SIZE (mm):

215 x 102 x 65

PACK QUANTITY:

500
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WHY
USE THE
TRADESMAN
RANGE

Price

Durability

Range

Competitively priced
enabling our customers
to compete without
compromising quality

All products are rated F2,
meaning that our product can
be used in any application
without fear of damage from
extreme weather, therefore
giving our customers
complete confidence in the
products performance

Replicating traditional
aesthetics, the Tradesman
range provides high quality
modern solutions for
traditional builds

Mixed loads

Consistency

Low breakages

Special shapes

Produced at multiple
locations across the UK,
the Tradesman range can
be conveniently mixed to
make up a full load, making
stocking easier for merchants
with less yard space

Consistent colour, texture
and quality, giving customers
greater confidence in the
long term, both for depot
stock and sites

With very few breakages,
this saves our customers
money with wasted products

All products are supported
by Ibstock Kevington’s
Cut & Bond services,
meaning customers can
offer solutions on projects
where a non-standard brick
type or size is required

Support

Commission

Perforations

Promotions

The range is supported
by samples, literature and
it’s own website, meaning
customers have the support
they need to promote the
products

Because the range can also
go direct to site, customers
can make specification
commission when
promoting the products

Make the product easier to
lay and cut when required

Having been historically
promoted, the Range is
established and something
end-users will enquire
about with our customers,
giving great chance of sales
opportunities

For more information visit:
www.ibstockbrick.co.uk/tradesman or call 0844 800 4575

